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A general continuum theory for electrostatic
probes of arbitrary geometry in a flowing plasma
is developed, yielding analytical results for the
plasma density and electrostatic field distributions and the probe current-voltage characteristics, showing clearly the parametric dependence
of the results on Debye length, Reynolds number,
probe geometry, and probe voltage. [The SCIa indicates that this paper has been cited in over 95
publications since 1964. making it the 3rd mostcited paper published in this journal.)
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“In 1961, a summer workshop was organized by
the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory. As an
assistant professor in the department of aeronautical engineering at Princeton University, I called to
ask for permission to attend. I was told that I had
to formally apply, that therewas a registration fee,
and that anyway I was already too late. Instead of
making a fuss on formalities, I simply sneaked into
the lectures.
“At that time,. I did not krow anything about
plasmas, although the governing equations were
familiar from my aerodynamics l’ackground. The
lectures by Francis Chen (now ~t UCLA) on collisionless Langmuir probes fascinated me, and I
carefully
studied the definitive papers by Lang1
muir and the2more modern work by Allen, Boyd,
3
and Reynolds and Bernstein and Rabinowitz. I
knew Bernstein (who lectured on plasma kinetic
theory and is now at Yale University) personally,
and I went to him for help and discussed his paper
with him. He told me that the smallness of Debye
length had caused him and Rabinowitz considerable difficulties in the numerical computations,
and that his numerical results were limited to moderate values of proberadius to Debye length ratios
because of excessive computational costs.

“I remember the conversation well. The obvious
idea came to my mind: why not analytically look
at the limiting case when the Debye length is asymptotically small?
“The asymptotic theory of collisionless Lang.
muir probes in a quiescent plasma using the Bernstein and Rabinowitz formulation was developed
very quickly covering both the small and the large
Debye length limits. At that time, C.H. Su (now at
Brown University) was my graduate studentand he
suggested that we do the corresponding continuum problem. Unknown to us at that time, Ira
Cohen (now at the University of Pennsylvania) was
also working on the same continuum problem
under Martin Kruskal. When we finally compared
notes when both works were near completion, we
realized the similarities, so4 we
5 agreed to publish
our works simultaneously. ’ The mathematical
technique used was singular perturbation, a technique used extensively in boundary layer studies
in classical fluid mechanics. Once the ‘boundary
layer’ nature of the electrostatic sheath was
mathematically established, ‘A general theory for
the flow of weakly ionized gases’ was developed
6
easily (aided by7the pioneering works of L. Talbot
and P.M. Chung ), clarifying the effects of convection on the probe response. Because of this inter8
ruption, the collisionless Langmuir probe work
which was studied first was published later.
“I believe this paper is frequently cited because
of the generality of the formulation and the explicitness of the analytical results. Although the for.
mal theoretical developments were quite mathematical, I made sure that the conclusions were
physically meaningful and intuitively reasonable,
and that easy-to-use analytical results were avail.
able.
“Although the Princeton Plasma Workshop was
aimed at the plasma fusion community, thereis no
question that it has made a significant impact far
beyond its intended audience ~
In the 1960s,
university research sponsors were much more flexible than they are now, and all of my plasma work
at that time was supported by the Air Force under
a general contract on hypersonics. Perhaps there is
a lesson in this story.”
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